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Abstract— Mechanical impedance, which changes with
posture and muscle activations, characterizes how the
central nervous system regulates the interaction with
the environment. Traditional approaches to impedance
estimation, based on averaging of movement kinetics,
requires a large number of trials and may introduce bias to
the estimation due to the high variability in a repeated or
periodic movement. Here, we introduce a data-driven mod-
eling technique to estimate joint impedance considering
the large gait variability. The proposed method can be used
to estimate impedance in both the stance and swing phases
of walking. A 2-pass clustering approach is used to extract
groups of unperturbed gait data and estimate candidate
baselines. Then patterns of perturbed data are matched
with the most similar unperturbed baseline. The kinematic
and torque deviations from the baselines are regressed
locally to compute joint impedance at different gait phases.
Simulations using the trajectory data of a subject’s gait at
different speeds demonstrate a more accurate estimation of
ankle stiffness and damping with the proposed clustering-
based method when compared with two methods: i) using
average unperturbed baselines, and ii) matching shifted
and scaled average unperturbed velocity baselines.
Furthermore, the proposed method requires fewer trials
than methods based on average unperturbed baselines.The
experimental results on human hip impedance estimation
show the feasibility of clustering-based technique and
verifies that it reduces the estimation variability.

Index Terms— Joint mechanical impedance, clustering,
machine learning, weighted least squares.

I. INTRODUCTION

MECHANICAL impedance, describing the dynamic rela-
tionship between perturbation induced changes in kine-

matics and force, is critical to analyzing how humans interact
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with their environment [1]. Mechanical impedance can be
analyzed at joint level and linearized into stiffness, damping
and inertia components. Joint stiffness increases with muscle
activation thus varies during movement and with speed [2].
Human walking vastly benefits from stiffness and damping
modulation to produce a smooth interaction with the terrain
and stabilize the postural and dynamical walking control [3].

While mechanical impedance has been extensively studied
on the upper limb [4], there are fewer studies on lower
extremities, in particular for the ankle and hip. Most
studies of ankle impedance considered postural and static
tasks [5]–[10]. Ankle stiffness during torque matching tasks
was estimated in [11] and only a few studies estimated
the ankle impedance during gait [3], [12], [13]. It is very
challenging to apply perturbations to the ankle joint during
mid-stance and terminal stance without impeding the natural
gait of subjects. Therefore, ground-based perturbation devices
were used in [12], [14], [15]. The Perturberator Robot
[12], [15] was used to investigate ankle impedance during
stance phase and terminal stance phase, with a least-squares
based technique to estimate the parameters of a second-order
impedance model. There were also a few recent studies on
hip mechanical impedance estimation in static tasks using
LOPES [16] and NED [17].

In order to estimate joint impedance, perturbed movement
kinematics and kinetics need to be compared with predicted
unperturbed patterns. In the approaches employed in [12], [15]
and [13] mean trajectories of unperturbed gait were used as
unperturbed baselines. The high gait variability means that
a large number of perturbed trials are required to accurately
estimate impedance. More importantly, averaging gait periods
may modify the patterns due to smoothing and averaging
different movement profiles, resulting in biased impedance
estimation.

Gait variability can reflect environmental factors, sensori-
motor noise, and muscles’ time-varying mechanics (due to
e.g. fatigue) that influence our walking. In healthy young
adults, gait parameters such as speed and stride time have
little variability, but parameters such as joint angles vary
substantially from cycle to cycle [18], [19]. Furthermore,
modifications of the motor system due to aging or neurological
conditions can dramatically increase the gait variability [18].
Predicting the unperturbed patterns (baselines) is challenging
due to the large variability of repeated movements. One way to
address the gait variability issue is to control the cadence speed
and remove cycles with very different speed and stride [12].
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To address the variability in arm reaching movements, it was
proposed in [20] to use subject-specific movement prototypes
with scaled and shifted velocity waveforms to catch natural
movement variability and accurately estimate stiffness. As gait
patterns are more complex, we propose here to extend this
idea by representing the variability of unperturbed gait through
clusters computed from the gait data. The perturbed gait
cycles are compared to these clusters and the most similar
cluster is selected to estimate the undisturbed baseline pattern.
This clustering step is followed by alignment, weighting and
optimization steps to accurately estimate joint impedance.
We hypothesize that applying such clustering on unperturbed
data can result in a better unperturbed baseline and improve
joint impedance estimation.

The proposed method is first described in Section II. It is
then systematically tested using simulations and by computing
impedance from experimental data. Section III describes the
simulations and experiment, whose results are reported in
Section IV. Section V then analyzes these results.

II. CLUSTERING-BASED IMPEDANCE IDENTIFICATION

A. Impedance Modeling and Identification Steps

Linearizing the torque produced by muscles at a joint as a
function of the joint angle, velocity and acceleration yields:
τ (t) = f (μ, θ, θ̇ , θ̈ ) = τ (t|θeq , θ̇eq) + �τ(t) = τ (t|θeq , θ̇eq)

+ [K (t|θeq , θ̇eq , μ) D(t|θeq , θ̇eq , μ) I (t)]
⎡
⎣ �θ(t)

�θ̇(t)
�θ̈(t)

⎤
⎦.

(1)

where τ is the torque, θ , θ̇ , θ̈ are joint angle, angular velocity
and angular acceleration respectively, and μ is a vector of
muscle activations. θeq and θ̇eq represent the equilibrium
kinematics, or the unperturbed kinematics, �θ , �θ̇ , �θ̈ are
the deviations of joint angle, angular velocity and accel-
eration from the equilibrium kinematics, respectively, and
τ (t|θeq , θ̇eq) is the unperturbed torque at the equilibrium kine-
matics. K , D and I are joint stiffness, damping, and inertia,
respectively, which characterize the mechanical impedance.
In general, K and D depend on muscle activation, muscle
length and its rate of change [2]. However, by assuming
repeatable modulation of joint impedance during the gait cycle
we can rewrite the �τ as:
�τ(t) = [K (�(t)) D(�(t)) I ][�θ(t) �θ̇(t) �θ̈(t)]T . (2)

where � is gait phase, and single-joint inertia (I ), such as
ankle inertia, can be approximated by a small constant.

An overview of the proposed joint impedance identifica-
tion method is shown in Fig. 1 and detail is provided in
Sections II.B and II.C. Fig. 1.a illustrates the main steps
within the clustering of unperturbed data to find candidate
baselines for each perturbed gait cycle. Fig. 1.b is a flowchart
of the clustering-based impedance identification technique.
The algorithm starts with joint perturbation experiments during
walking. The data are preprocessed for length normalization
and outlier rejection (II.B) followed by clustering of unper-
turbed data to form a pool of candidate baselines (II.B).

The best candidate is then selected for each perturbed pattern
and used to compute the perturbation-led deviations in torque
and kinematics. This is followed by sample weighting and
solving a regression problem to obtain the impedance model
at different points in the gait cycle (II.C). We used two kinds
of data: i) a simulated ankle joint perturbation experiment
(see III.A) where the reference joint impedance is known;
ii) a human subject perturbation experiment with two healthy
participants using a lower limb perturbator (LOPER) as
described in Section III.C.

B. Pre-Processing, Clustering and Baseline Subtraction

Length normalization on gait cycle data is performed as
follows. The median length of the gait cycles is calculated,
and gait cycles with length deviating too much from the
median can be considered as outliers and removed. The
remaining cycles are then up-sampled to the maximum length
of the remaining cycles. All the processing is done on these
length-normalized cycles. The length normalization yields the
relation between the samples and gait phase and facilitates
the identification of impedance as a function of gait cycle
percentage.

To identify the main unperturbed baselines required for the
impedance estimation, unperturbed gait cycles are separated
and fed into a clustering process based on kinematics and/or
spatiotemporal features of gait. For instance, in the estimation
of ankle baselines four peaks are detected per gait cycle in
ankle angle data (Fig. 1.a), that correspond to peak plantar
flexion during loading (Peak 0), peak dorsal flexion (Peak 1),
peak plantar flexion during push-off (Peak 2) and peak dorsal
flexion during swing (Peak 3). Four spatiotemporal features are
extracted from ankle angle, i.e. the normalized time of Peak 1,
Peak 2 and Peak 3, and the amplitude difference between
Peak 1 and Peak 2. A two-pass clustering is then applied,
first on the location of the three peaks (first pass) to obtain
the main clusters (Fig. 1.a), and then a second clustering
among the members of each cluster using only the amplitude
difference between Peaks 1 and 2 (second pass), resulting in
subclusters. Candidate baselines are obtained by averaging the
patterns belonging to each cluster or subcluster. Main clusters
and subclusters compete to represent the baseline for each
perturbed pattern. A K-means clustering is used to cluster
similar gait cycles. The number of clusters is determined using
the amount of within-cluster dispersion versus the number
of clusters [21]. In this example, Peak 0 is not used in the
clustering but to align the perturbed gait cycles with the
baselines.

Subtraction of the baselines, i.e. the trajectories obtained
from the clustering, allows isolating the effect of perturbations.
Due to the high variability of gait data, the perturbed trajecto-
ries need to be aligned in time and shifted in amplitude in order
to better fit the baselines. The perturbed cycle and the cycles
before and after the perturbation are used to align the perturbed
data with the baseline. The main four peaks of each gait cycle
are then identified. The unperturbed patterns are shifted such
that the closest peak to the onset of perturbation is aligned
with the corresponding peak in the unperturbed pattern.
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Fig. 1. Clustering-based joint impedance identification technique. a) Steps within clustering and baseline subtractions, mapping unperturbed
data to a feature space, clustering, map back the cluster members into time domain and average within clusters to identify candidate baselines,
followed by matching the candidate baselines to each perturbed cycle, select the most similar one and compute the deviations. b) Flowchart
of the clustering-based impedance identification technique. Preprocessing: perturbation experiment data are length normalized, the outliers are
rejected, and spatiotemporal features are extracted from normalized unperturbed data. Clustering and Baseline Subtraction: the unperturbed data
represented in the spatiotemporal feature space are clustered using a 2-pass clustering, resulting in main clusters (CC) and subclusters (subc) of
movement that represent the baseline candidates. Each perturbed cycle is compared to the baseline candidates and the most similar one is selected
as the baseline. The subtraction of each perturbed kinematic and torque cycles from the baselines gives the deviation dataset, i.e. Δτ,Δθ, Δθ̇, Δθ̈.
Perturbation weighting & Impedance estimation: a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is fit to the onsets of perturbations in order to represent the
distribution of onsets. A normalized weight of each perturbed sample at a given gait phase is computed and used to account for the effect of that
perturbation in computing the impedance of that phase. The inertia is estimated using a least-squares estimate over the whole gait cycles, then its
effect is subtracted from the perturbation-led deviation torques. The deviation torque residuals and the deviation of kinematics are used in a weighted
least-squares framework, using the weights from the GMM, to estimate the stiffness and damping of the joint impedance. c) A typical unperturbed
gait data during treadmill walking with Achilles exoskeleton [22]: (top) length-normalized unperturbed ankle angles (middle) Ankle angle mean and
standard deviation reflecting the gait variability, (bottom) the cluster prototypes and the decreased variability around them. The incomplete ankle
angle pattern with yellow highlights repeated in middle and bottom graphs show a perturbed pattern just after perturbation onset. The perturbed
pattern does not converge to the mean ankle baseline in (middle graph) but converges to one of the cluster baselines (gray one) in (bottom graph).

Finally, the unperturbed pattern is shifted in amplitude to have
the same angle to the perturbed pattern just before the onset
of the perturbation. After aligning the unperturbed patterns
(candidate baselines) with the perturbed data the correlation
between them on a window of length (lw1) before the onset of
perturbation is computed. Two conditions, as expressed in (3),
can be used to select each cluster baseline (C) into the set of
candidate baselines (CC): 1) baselines should have sufficiently
high correlations (ρ > 0.8) with the perturbed pattern prior
to the perturbation onset (tonset); 2) the correlation after the
perturbation onset in a window of length of lw2 should be

larger than a threshold (ρ > 0.3) to prevent the inclusion of
baselines that are too different to the perturbed pattern. These
thresholds are selected through trial and error.

CC
= {∀C|

corr(θ c
unpert (tonset −lw1 : tonset ), θpert (tonset −lw1 : tonset))

> 0.8&
corr(θ c

unpert (tonset : tonset +lw2), θpert (tonset : tonset +lw2))

> 0.3&
C ∈ main CLUSTERS baselines}. (3)
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The final baseline (c∗) is selected from the CC using
the minimum sum of squares error (SSE) criterion on the
pre-perturbation gait cycle (4).

c∗ = arg min
c

⎡
⎣ t pert −ε�

t=t pert −tcycle

�
θ c

unpert (t)−θpert (t)
�2 |c ∈ CC

⎤
⎦.

(4)

where θ c
unpert is the unperturbed baseline from cluster c and

θpert the perturbed joint angle. The choice of SSE is made
to overcome the apparent lack of sensitivity of the correlation
for the amplitude and offset of the data.

Following the selection of an optimal main cluster, the sub-
clusters (subc) affiliated to that cluster are analyzed similarly,
using (3) and (5), to determine another candidate baseline:
subc∗ =arg min

subc
(
�

t

(θ subc
unpert (t)−θpert (t))

2|subc⊂c∗). (5)

where θ subc
unpert is the unperturbed joint angle of a subcluster,

i.e., a subcluster baseline. If subc∗ results in an SSE improve-
ment of at least 10% compared to c∗, it is selected instead
of the main cluster. Subclusters are considered to account for
potentially underrepresented patterns in a cluster that may be
less similar to the averaged pattern within clusters that forms
the CC. This step gives those underrepresented patterns a
chance to be represented by a different candidate baseline.

After selecting the baseline corresponding to each perturbed
cycle, the torque, angle and angular velocity and acceleration
deviations (�τ , �θ , �θ̇ , �θ̈) are calculated by subtracting
the perturbed data from the unperturbed baseline. This forms a
deviation dataset that can be used to estimate joint impedance.

Fig. 1.c illustrates the improved baselines found by the
proposed method for perturbed cycles of ankle kinematics for
a subject walking with Achilles ankle exoskeleton [22] on a
treadmill at 2 km/h. The ankle angle was measured using two
Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs). The two IMUs (Xsens,
Netherlands) were fixed on the subject’s foot and shank, and
a functional calibration procedure was performed to align the
technical frame of the IMUs with the bone frames [23], [24].
An ankle angle RMS error of about 1◦ during walking was
anticipated [25]. Fig.1.c shows the ankle angle variability
(angle standard deviation in the middle graph), the obtained
cluster baselines, and the reduced variability of data about
the cluster baselines (decreased standard deviations in the
bottom graph). Torque perturbations were delivered to the
ankle in random gait cycles. Fig.1.c also shows a typical
perturbed cycle (yellow line) compared to the average baseline
and cluster-based candidate baselines, where a better match
between the perturbed cycle and one of the baselines from the
clustering-based technique (gray line) is shown.

We can observe the effect of this clustering in Fig. 1.c,
where i) variability of unperturbed gait data can be modeled
through the clusters, and ii) averaging all unperturbed gait
cycles can result in neglecting the waveforms that are less
represented in the data (for instance the gait cycles with
low ankle plantar flexion). The clustering-based technique,
however, formed a cluster for those waveforms and a separate
baseline (see the pink baseline in Fig. 1.c bottom graph) which

enables the inclusion of perturbed gait cycles with low plantar
flexion angle into impedance estimation. The simulations and
the experiment described in Sections III and IV analyze these
observations systematically.

C. Perturbation Weighting and Impedance Estimation

Ideally, the perturbations should be delivered at each spe-
cific gait phase, however, in practice, the perturbations can be
randomly timed and vary about each specific phase of interest.
To associate the randomly timed perturbations to different
parts of the gait cycle a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is
used to assign a weighting to the experiment perturbation data
for the estimation of impedance parameters at different gait
phases. This weighting step allows using randomly timed per-
turbations in the estimation of impedance at specific parts of
the gait cycle and provides us with a framework to incorporate
the perturbed data.

In the model of joint impedance shown in (2), stiffness
and damping components are considered to vary with the
gait phase. The manually triggered perturbations can appear
nonuniformly across the gait cycle, while each perturbation
can contribute to the estimation of joint impedance at some
gait phase vicinity with different weights. The GMM repre-
sents the perturbation distribution and assigns gait-phase spe-
cific weights to each perturbation. Joint stiffness and damping
can be estimated locally at phases corresponding to the mean
of Gaussians from the GMM, using the perturbations that fall
into a two-standard deviation (2-SD) window about each mean.
Samples that fall close to each Gaussian mean (μi ) should
contribute to that local impedance estimation more than a
distant sample, therefore, a weight function is defined. This
weight function is based on the likelihood of each sample at
the Gaussian of interest from the GMM:
W�i (Pertk, j)

=
	

�(tPertk + j |μi = �i, σi )


tPertk − μi



 < 2σi

0 otherwi se
(6)

�(tPertk + j |μi

= �i, σi ) = 1√
2πσi

e
−

�
�(tPertk

+ j)−�i
�2

2σ2
i (7)

where W�i (Pertk, j) is the weight of the j th sample after the
onset of the kth perturbation (tPertk) in the estimation of a
local impedance model at phase �i. � is a Gaussian function
representing the likelihood of each sample belonging to a
phase, with a mean value of μi = �i and standard deviation
of σi .

A two-step optimization can be performed to determine the
components of the single joint impedance model. First, inertia,
stiffness and damping are determined using a least-squares
parameter estimation on all the deviation data. Inertia (I ) is
then fixed, and its contribution is subtracted from the torque
deviation data, while stiffness and damping are identified using
a weighted least squares optimization�

K̂ D̂
�

=
�

X T W X
�−1

X T W

�τ − I�θ̈

�
. (8)
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where X = [�θ �θ̇ ]T and W is the diagonal weight matrix
built upon the likelihood of samples from the GMM. Stiffness
and damping are estimated at each phase indicated by the mean
value of one of the Gaussians in the GMM.

III. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS

A. Simulated Perturbation Experiment

A perturbation experiment was simulated to evaluate and
compare impedance estimation using the proposed clustering
technique for baseline selection to i) an average-trajectory
baseline and ii) a baseline selected using scaled and shifted
velocity matching [20]. First, a set of equilibrium joint kine-
matics and torque trajectories of walking were simulated,
and then the effect of ankle perturbations at different parts
of the gait cycle was computed using known variable joint
impedance.

Four unperturbed patterns were extracted from treadmill gait
data of a healthy subject walking at speed {0.8, 1, 1.2, 1.3}m/s,
exhibiting standard deviations from their mean pattern of up
to 5.55◦ during the gait cycle. To better account for the gait
variabilities, random walk signals were simulated by time
integration of Gaussian noise (i.e., Brownian motion) over two
gait cycles and added to each trajectory of the same length:

θunpert ( j, t) = θmeas(m, t) +
� t

0
η(u)du

η(t) ∼ N(0, ση), ση = 0.08 × e−t/2T

(1 + e−t/2T )
0 ≤ t ≤2T, j ∈{1, 2, . . . , N}, m ∈{1, 2, 3, 4} (9)

where θunpert ( j, t) is the j th simulated equilibrium joint
angle at time t from the mth previously measured joint angle
pattern, denoted by θmeas(m, t). η(t) is a zero-mean normally
distributed random variable with ση standard deviation. This
resulted in deviations in the range of −3.60◦ to 4.23◦ (with
a standard deviation of 1.44 ± 0.14◦) to each time sample of
the ankle angle in the cycle of interest.

40 unperturbed gait cycles were simulated, and joint angles,
angular velocity, acceleration and torque were used as the
unperturbed dataset. The joint impedance was simulated using
second-order linear dynamical systems specifying the ankle
inertia, stiffness and damping at 10 different parts of the gait
cycle. The stiffness and damping values were interpolated
from [3], [15] and simulated for a subject weighing 75kg.
Equivalent admittance model transfer functions (10)

��i (s)

�τ(s)
= 1

Ii s2 + Di s + Ki
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 10} (10)

were used to simulate the response of each model to torque
perturbations. From these 10 models, 7 (1 ≤ i ≤ 7) were
associated with the stance phase and 3 models (8 ≤ i ≤ 10)
with the swing phase.

These models, each specific to a part of the gait cycle,
received the torque deviation as input and outputted the kine-
matics deviation. Single-period sinusoidal torque perturbations
of length 100ms, and of amplitude {±5, ±10, ±15}Nm were
applied to each local second-order dynamical system (10) at
different gait cycles, then the resultant kinematics deviations

were added up to the second gait cycle of the simulated
unperturbed gait kinematics. A single-period sinusoidal torque
was used as the perturbation to generate an acceleration
followed by a deceleration of the ankle, similar to the effect
of a position perturbation. In total, each simulation contains
40 random unperturbed gait trajectories and 240 random
perturbed trajectories. The added perturbations were computed
using

θpert ( j, t) = θmeas(m, t) +
� t

0
η(u)du + �θ(i, t)

η(t) ∼ N(0, ση), ση = 0.08 × e−t/2T

(1 + e−t/2T )
0 ≤ t ≤2T, j ∈{1, 2, . . . , N}, m ∈{1, 2, 3, 4} (11)

where θpert is the simulated perturbed ankle angle and �θ the
simulated change of kinematics due to applied perturbation
torque to the admittance transfer functions. Each simulation
was repeated 100 times.

B. Simulated Impedance Identification Analysis

Two other baseline estimation techniques were imple-
mented to compare with the performance of the proposed
clustering-based baseline estimation technique. In addition to
the proposed clustering-based technique, least-squares esti-
mation of ankle impedance utilizing unperturbed baselines
from average-trajectory, and velocity-matching and scaling
similar to [20] were benchmarked against the reference ankle
impedance. In all cases, the baseline was shifted to match
the initial angle, velocity and acceleration of the perturbed
cycle, while in the average-trajectory technique the baseline
pattern is always the same. In velocity-matching and scaling,
the baseline from average-trajectory was used, and then both
temporally and spatially scaled. The location of salient ankle
angular velocity peaks, i.e. first dorsiflexion velocity peak,
plantar flexion velocity peak before toe-off, the plantar flexion
velocity peak during swing and the dorsiflexion velocity
peak in late swing, were shifted back and forth in time
uniformly in the range of [−10%,10%]. All combinations
of those peaks shifted velocity trajectories formed the initial
256 velocity baseline candidates. Those candidate baselines
were then amplitude scaled 5 times uniformly in the range
of [−15%,15%], giving 1280 velocity baseline candidates.
The velocity baseline candidate with the minimum sum of
squared error to each perturbed cycle velocity, before the
perturbation, was selected as the baseline, and the baseline
angle and baseline acceleration were computed using velocity
integration and its filtered derivative, respectively.

Simulations were also run using a different number of
perturbations at each point of interest in order to evaluate the
effect of the number of data points on the estimation when
using different baseline estimation techniques. The impedance
estimation results were compared with reference impedance
values used at each part of the gait cycle to simulate the effect
of perturbations. We computed the mean absolute error and
standard deviation of the error in the estimation of stiffness
and damping over 100 simulation runs when the number of
perturbations cycles varied from 10 to 200 over the gait cycle.
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Fig. 2. LOPER robotic interface used to deliver perturbations to a
participant’s upper leg during treadmill walking [26].

These metrics were used to assess if the proposed technique
reduces the need for a high number of perturbed cycles.

C. Hip Perturbation Experiment and Impedance
Identification

The LOPER robotic interface (Fig. 2) [26] was used to
perturb the hip joint during treadmill walking. Pulse force
perturbations of 40N were applied by pulling the leg through
a brace interface and using a motor (SMH60, Parker, USA)
attached to the treadmill frame. Thigh segmental torque was
estimated using estimated interaction force between the subject
and the device measured by a load-cell (FUTEK FSH00086,
USA). Kinematics of pelvis and trunk, upper and lower legs
and feet were measured using a motion capture system consists
of eight Oqus 600+ cameras (Qualysis AB, Sweden) measur-
ing marker movements at 128Hz. In addition to 32 markers
fixed on the participants’ body segments, two markers were
placed on the brace to calculate the brace angle and the
direction of applied forces. We used the data of two young
healthy participants (Subject 1 and Subject 2) walking at
0.5m/s [26], during which the perturbations were applied
always 175ms after toe-off in random cycles.

Independent models were estimated for each perturbed
cycle using the conventional technique with average trajectory
baselines and the proposed clustering-based technique. In both
techniques, the hip angle and thigh segmental torque of each
perturbed cycle before the perturbation onset were shifted to
match the baseline. Four features were extracted to perform the
clustering. These features consist of the average hip angular
velocity from 150ms to 300ms after the toe-off, hip maximum
velocity, the time difference between hip maximum velocity
and maximum angle, and the range of the hip angle in swing.
Each perturbed cycle was compared to the baselines obtained
by averaging the trajectories of the members of each cluster.
The comparison was done based on mean squared error (MSE)
and correlation, and the most similar baseline was assigned
to each perturbed cycle. The hip angle deviation (output) and
thigh segmental torque deviation (input) time series were used
to estimate admittance models. Impedance parameters were

Fig. 3. Simulation of impedance identification. (a) Ankle stiffness, (b)
ankle damping.

estimated from the admittance models (10). MSE, Pearson
correlation coefficient, and variance accounted for (VAF) were
used for the assessment and a Wilcoxon signed-rank test
was used to compare the outcome of the two identification
techniques on each participant.

IV. RESULTS

A. Testing on Simulated Data

The identification results of the simulated impedance mod-
els for clustering-based and averaged-trajectory techniques are
depicted in Fig. 3. The clustering-based method resulted in
expected errors ranged from 3.5% to 11.5% of the actual
stiffness, and from 44.1% to 119.4% of the actual damping.
In comparison, the averaged-trajectory technique expected
errors are in the range of 6.0% to 88.3% of the actual stiffness
and 54.2% to 3,739.3% of the actual damping, the estimated
stiffness expected error for velocity-matching with the shifting
and scaling technique are in the range of 0.1% to 52.5% of
the actual stiffness, and results in a damping relative error in
the range of 0.8% to 1,346.9%. The stiffness and damping
estimates by the proposed technique followed the trend of
actual stiffness and damping, with the stiffness values being
slightly underestimated the damping values being slightly
overestimated. In contrast, the stiffness trend was not captured
well by the averaged-trajectory or velocity matching-scaling
technique, from the midstance to late stance.

Fig. 4 illustrates the effect of number of perturbation cycles
over the whole gait cycle on the estimation error of stiffness
and damping. The clustering-based technique yields similar or
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Fig. 4. Effect of number of perturbation cycles on the quality of impedance estimation when using a least squares estimator (mean ± standard
deviation): ankle stiffness a) mean absolute error averaged across the gait cycle; b) standard deviation of error averaged across the gait cycle; ankle
damping c) mean absolute error averaged across the gait cycle; d) standard deviation averaged across the gait cycle.

TABLE I
ESTIMATED HIP APPARENT IMPEDANCE. CORRELATION COEFFICIENT, VAF BETWEEN THE MEASURED AND ESTIMATED HIP DEVIATION ANGLE

better results in the estimation of ankle stiffness and damping
than the method based on the average-trajectory baseline, even
with a much smaller number of perturbed cycles. Fig. 4 also
shows that the standard deviation of errors in the estimation
of stiffness and damping for the average-trajectory baseline
method’s is more sensitive to the number of perturbed cycles
while there is less change in the estimation standard deviation
error when using the clustering technique, particularly for
ankle stiffness estimation.

B. Evaluation on Apparent Hip Impedance Estimation

The obtained impedance parameter estimates and the MSE,
correlation and VAF computed between the measured and

estimated angle deviations are presented in Table I. The
results exhibit better performance with the clustering-based
method than with the averaged-trajectory based method for
the data of both Subjects 1 and 2. Particularly, correlation
and VAF between the reconstructed and measured deviation
angle were higher when using the clustering-based technique.
The clustering-based technique also yielded lower MSE than
the average-based technique. Besides, the clustering-based
technique resulted in lower standard deviation of impedance
parameter estimates than those obtained with averaged-
trajectory method in both subjects. Furthermore, the mean and
median estimates of impedance parameters are closer using
the clustering-based technique than the averaged-trajectory
method.
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V. DISCUSSION

This paper has presented a novel baseline estimation
approach for joint impedance identification, using a clustering
technique to account for the gait variability. The proposed
clustering-based technique improved the joint impedance esti-
mation and yielded accurate results in simulation. The feasibil-
ity of this technique was validated on data from two subjects,
obtained in an experiment in which their leg was perturbed
during treadmill walking. The proposed method evaluates the
effect of joint perturbation during walking relative to the
baseline patterns obtained from the clustering of unperturbed
data and computes joint kinematic deviations and torque
deviations accordingly. The deviation data were computed and
used to build a locally constant joint impedance model over
the gait phase, i.e. constant inertia over the cycles and constant
stiffness and damping at each specified gait phase.

An ankle perturbation experiment was simulated on gait
trajectory data using known inertia, stiffness and damping
in order to test the clustering-based method. The clustering-
based method exhibited estimates of the ankle stiffness and
damping that were more accurate than the average-trajectory
technique, which resulted in biased estimates. The stiffness
mean error of the clustering-based method was 5.24±5.12 and
2.42±5.55 folds smaller than the mean error of the average-
trajectory and velocity-matching technique, respectively. The
damping mean error of the clustering-based technique was
11.36±42.67 and 21.80±66.01 folds smaller than the mean
error of the average-trajectory and velocity-matching tech-
nique, respectively. This large bias in averaged-trajectory
technique is due to exaggerated kinematic deviation estimates
obtained from subtracting trajectories averaged across all
unperturbed cycles, from the perturbed kinematics data. This
resulted in a larger number of nonzero deviation samples.
These numbers were counted in the performed simulation,
which indicates that the averaged-trajectory technique resulted
in 3.3 times more samples with over 2◦ absolute devia-
tion angles and 2.9 times more samples with over 2 Nm
absolute torque deviation when compared to the clustering-
based technique. We note that while the stiffness estimates
were always positive, damping went negative on a few cases.
This is probably due to near-zero values of the damping as
when estimated together with stiffness in the least squares
framework, damping values might be wrongly estimated as
they are significantly smaller than the stiffness term.

The results further showed that the clustering-based tech-
nique can achieve lower mean and standard deviation of error
in the estimation of stiffness and damping with fewer perturbed
samples when compared to the average-trajectory method.
This simulation thus verifies the benefits of the clustering-
based method and demonstrates its superiority relative to the
averaged-trajectory technique in the presence of varying gait
patterns.

Concerning the choice of clustering technique used in the
proposed method, we also tested a fuzzy C-means clustering
for grouping the unperturbed gait cycles in which the fuzzifier
coefficient (m) was varied from 1 to 2 with a step size of 0.2.
This fuzzifier coefficient determines the level of fuzzification
which minimizes the similarity between the cluster prototypes

based on [21]. The lowest between-cluster similarity, that
potentially maximizes the difference between the unperturbed
baselines, was obtained with m = 1. A fuzzy C-means with
m = 1 is equivalent to a K-means clustering, which backs
up the choice of K-means clustering in this study. The choice
of features used for clustering can vary based on the targeted
joint and can be optimized by selecting features that better
explain the data variability.

The feasibility of the clustering-based technique was
tested in a hip perturbation experiment with two able-bodied
subjects, whose apparent hip impedance 175ms after toe-off
was identified. Admittance models were built for each
perturbed cycle and used to estimate impedance parameters.
The models obtained by the clustering-based technique
for both subjects predicted the variation in deviation data
better than the average-trajectory method. Although the
differences were small, the correlation and MSE obtained by
the clustering-based method were significantly better in the
case of Subject 2. Despite larger differences between mean
correlations, VAFs and MSEs when comparing the clustering-
based and average-based technique in the case of Subject 1,
the differences were not statistically significant. The standard
deviations of estimates were smaller for all parameters when
using the clustering-based technique. Even if the experimental
data exhibited little variability, the clustering technique could
improve the estimates. The obtained impedance parameters
are in the same range as those obtained in the previous
studies [16], [17], although the subjects were walking on the
treadmill during the perturbation (with no cast used to keep
the knee and ankle fixed), so what we have identified here is
the apparent hip impedance.

The impedance identification results from both the simu-
lations and the hip perturbation experiments demonstrate the
importance of clustering the unperturbed data and introducing
a practical technique to account for the gait variability when
computing the perturbation-led deviations of joint kinematics
and torques. Here, simple joint impedance models and esti-
mation techniques were used to identify joint stiffness and
damping. While the modulation of joint impedance during gait
cycles was fully captured with our proposed method in the
simulations, and showed its potential in perturbation experi-
ments with the LOPER system, no explicit time-varying model
was used to account for slow changes of joint impedance
across the cycles. Other techniques for stiffness and damping
estimation, such as ensemble methods [13], [27], or ensemble
methods using short segments of data [28], [29], or any form
of closed-loop identification [33] can be used together within
the proposed clustering-based baseline estimation technique to
explicitly account for the time-variability of joint impedance
itself, or correlated noise in the system that can add bias to
a least-squares estimator. Algorithms that can predict the gait
kinematics or gait events can also be used as alternatives to,
or combined with, the proposed clustering approach [30]–[32].

The proposed technique can be applied to model joint
impedance during the whole gait cycle, does not require
the subjects to decrease natural variability, and minimizes
the number of trials to identify impedance. It may be
particularly useful to estimate the joint impedance of subjects
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with neurological conditions and/or sensorimotor deficits
which will likely exhibit larger gait variability. The clustering
technique can describe and model the augmented variability in
those cases and generate an accurate estimation of joint torque
and kinematics deviation due to the external perturbations.
This approach can be applied to pathologic gait, for instance
in advanced Parkinsonians [33] or stroke subjects [34], or to
other joints in the lower and upper limb during different
repeated movements by considering new features during
clustering.
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